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Healthcare providers encouraged to maintain vigilance against Ebola

Aid workers treating Ebola patients in West Africa are among the many who will
 travel to visit family and friends within Africa and internationally for the holidays, a
 reminder that U.S. healthcare providers should continue to watch closely for the
 symptoms and travel history compatible with the disease, despite the decline in
 media attention.

The World Health Organization (WHO) says the rate of infection is declining in
 Liberia, fluctuating in Guinea and continues to increase in Sierra Leone, albeit at a
 slower rate than in recent weeks. Yet the virus is a long way from being defeated
 and healthcare and humanitarian workers are struggling to conduct the contact
 tracing the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) insist is key to
 stopping the outbreak. More than 18,600 people have contracted the virus since
 March, and nearly 7,000 have died. So far only four cases have been diagnosed in
 the United States. (Sources: NBC News, WHO, National Public Radio)

While the disease spreads in West Africa, U.S. healthcare and emergency medical
 services (EMS) providers must continue to be on alert for people who have
 potentially been exposed and are exhibiting symptoms. There is potential for cases
 to present in the U.S. healthcare system, as occurred most recently in New York in
 late October. As of mid-November, the CDC had fielded 650 calls from healthcare
 providers nationwide concerned that a patient should be tested for Ebola. In only 18
 percent of cases did the situation warrant further investigation, and only four
 patients tested positive for Ebola. (Sources: Associated Press, CDC)
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Exercise vigilance in evaluating any patient who exhibits fever or
 symptoms compatible with Ebola - including severe headache,
 fatigue, muscle pain, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain and
 unexplained hemorrhage - and has traveled to Guinea, Liberia,
 Sierra Leone or Mali or had contact with an Ebola patient in the 21
 days prior to onset of symptoms. Be prepared to follow CDC
 infection prevention and control recommendations for known or
 suspected cases. (Source: CDC)

Utilize information services to keep healthcare providers and other
 staff in your facility up to date on the situation in West Africa and
 the ongoing potential for cases to present in the United States. To
 subscribe to the MESH Ebola News Update, which provides a twice-
a-week summary of the latest national and international Ebola-
related news, e-mail jbrown@meshcoalition.org.

Consult the extensive Ebola preparedness resources provided by the
 CDC for your specific type of hospital or emergency department,
 ambulatory care setting, EMS agency or laboratory.
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If you are not yet subscribed to this daily brief, click here to sign up.

MESH does not assume any liability for the content, materials, information, and opinions provided within this
 communication. Further, MESH disclaims any liability resulting from use of any content within this
 communication. Information contained in this communication is provided "as is," with all faults. Neither
 MESH, nor any person associated with MESH, makes any warranty or representation with respect to the
 quality, accuracy, or availability of this information.

 MESH serves as the designated Medical Multi-Agency Coordination Center for Marion County, Indiana. The
 MESH Intelligence Program is a joint-effort between the City of Indianapolis, Division of Homeland Security,
 the Marion County Public Health Department and the Indiana Department of Homeland Security designed to
 provide real-time information and support to the healthcare sector in the Indianapolis area. Assistance with
 info or questions at: Office phone: 317.630.7363, Pager: 317.310.6762, Email: MESHintel@meshcoalition.org
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